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HIGH-STAKES COLTON/COLD CASE RECRUIT
By Jennifer Morey

Harlequin, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. High?Stakes Colton ? Karen AndersSoul?scarred Texas
Ranger Jake McCord is no stranger to hardship and heartache. Assigned to solve a kidnapping case,
Jake enters Colton Valley Ranch as a horse whisperer.and watcher. His primary suspect? The
victim's daughter, Alanna Colton.Alluring Alanna is compassionate as she trains horses and helps
troubled teens work the ranch. Jake is immediately drawn to her, and their mutual attraction
intensifies as he struggles to keep a clear head on the case. But his troubles are just beginning, as
others on the ranch arouse suspicion and threaten all Jake and Alanna hold dear.Cold Case Recruit
? Jennifer MoreyEager to make a fresh start in life, former homicide detective Brycen Cage had
thought he'd left Alaska behind for good, hosting a TV crime show. But when he's recruited back
home to investigate a state trooper's long?unsolved murder, Brycen never expects to be so drawn
to the victim's beautiful widow. An adventurous bush pilot raising her young son alone, Drury
Decoteau manages to get past Brycen's defences ? a no?go for the lone wolf. Yet as he works
closely with Drury and falls even harder for her, Brycen must also avoid a killer...
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor Gr a nt
An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Ra chelle O 'Connell
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